
Pizza Ideas  

Use the Bread Dough recipe to make the following pizza ideas:   
 
(1) Pizza topping suggestions 
 
Tomato puree or passata (sieved tomatoes) is often the first ingredient to be spread on the 
pizza, followed by the other toppings. Suggestions include: 

- Meat / fish – ham, tuna, cooked chicken 
- Different vegetables / fruit – tomatoes, mushrooms, peppers, onions/spring onions, 

sweetcorn, pineapple, spinach 
- Different herbs – basil, oregano, mixed herbs  
- Dairy – a small amount of various cheeses (e.g. cheddar, edam, mozzarella, feta) 

 
Top Tip - Also try using the ‘Squash and a Squeeze’ tomato sauce as a topping 
 
(2) Shaped Pizzas 
 
Depending on the theme being covered in the setting, make pizzas in different shapes e.g. 
 
- ‘Shape’ theme – use pastry cutters to shape the base into squares, triangles, stars etc. 
 
- ‘Getting to know you’ / ‘Emotions’ – explore the idea of different facial expressions / 
emotions by using toppings to make different pizza faces  
 
- Halloween theme – make ‘Scary Spider’ pizzas using some of the dough to make 8 spider’s 
legs. Use the toppings to make the spider’s face. Or cut the base into other Halloween 
shapes and use toppings to add detail e.g. pumpkin, witch’s hat  
 

 
 

                  



- Christmas theme - make ‘Christmas present’ pizzas: 
- Cut the dough into squares with pastry cutters (or cut out with a table knife).  
  (Keep some spare pastry)  
- Add ‘Christmassy’ toppings e.g. cooked turkey, fresh/frozen cranberries (plus  
  vegetables and cheese) 
- Use your hands to roll 2 strips of the spare pastry. Place these in a cross on top of  
  the pizza (to make the ribbon on the Christmas present)   
- Bake at 220oC / 425oF / Gas mark 7 for 10-15 minutes, until golden brown 

 
                                    

Christmas pizza shapes 
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Top Tips 

 To encourage independence, provide a range of toppings for children to choose from. 

 This is a great recipe for encouraging children to try different fruits and vegetables. 

Allergy Information  

Remember to check your ingredients for possible allergens 

 


